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Abstract
The fundamental requirement of censorship resistance is content availability and discoverability — it
should be easy for users to find and access documents. At the same time, participating storage providers
should be unaware of what they are storing to preserve plausible deniability. Fulfilling these requirements
simultaneously seems impossible — how does a system maintain a searchable index of content for users
and yet hide it from storage providers? These paradoxical requirements have been previously reconciled
by requiring out-of-band communication to either find ways to connect to the system, locate files, or
learn file decryption keys — an unacceptable situation when easy content discovery is critical. This
paper describes a design for a peer-to-peer, permanent, and unblockable content store which is easily
searchable and yet self-contained, i.e. does not require out-of-band communication. To achieve this, we
separate file data, metadata, and encryption keys such that someone searching for information about a
specific topic can retrieve all three components and reconstruct the file, but someone who only stores
at most two components can neither determine the nature of the file content nor locate the missing
component. We begin by identifying the core requirements for unblockable storage systems to resist
state-level Internet censorship, construct a system that fulfills those requirements, and analyze how it
avoids the problem of prior attempts at censorship resistance. Finally, we present measurements of a
deployed proof-of-concept implementation, demonstrating the feasibility of our design.
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Introduction

Freedom of expression has long been recognized as a fundamental human right, listed in Article 19 of the
United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights [62]. Unfortunately, effective freedom of expression — “freedom . . . to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of
frontiers” [62] — is not currently possible when using the Internet due to censorship by private and state
interests, who use a variety of social and technological means to limit expression or availability of information [18–21, 31]. Consequently, we have seen increased usage of technologies which bypass censorship
by enabling any user to publish information and keep it available even under technological or legislative
attack [11, 24, 28, 48, 57]. A notable example is the case of WikiLeaks [68], which bore the brunt of both
government and private-sector censorship attempts after publishing a large cache of leaked diplomatic cables in late 2010 [56]. The website eventually emerged victorious but not unscathed — the documents were
unavailable (or difficult to find) for hours or days at a time in the period immediately after their release [32]
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even though WikiLeaks was specifically designed to resist censorship. This example shows how ad-hoc solutions are often vulnerable to attack in practice due to unforeseen interactions of government and private
interests, varying laws and jurisdictions, and different technologies that make up the Internet.
To enable effective freedom of expression online we need a rigorously-developed solution for censorship
resistant publishing (and access to data) which is robust to attack by powerful adversaries who are willing
and able to prevent access to popular services, websites, or even sections of the IP address space [9, 45,
47] in order to block some targeted content, regardless of collateral damage. This scheme would require
an “unblockable” communication, or transport, layer, and must additionally provide three key properties:
plausible deniability for publishers and storers, efficient search and retrieval, and resistance to targeted and
existential censorship. Furthermore, all of these properties must be provided without resorting to out-ofband channels since users may not be able or willing to risk social contact with each other in order to access
the system. Unfortunately, as we detail in section 5, previous censorship-resistant systems have typically
failed to satisfy at least one of these key properties.
Our design. In this work, we introduce CROPS, a Censorship-Resistant Overlay Publishing System which
provides robust permanent storage while ensuring plausible deniability for storers, enables easy and efficient
search for users, and resists targeted and existential censorship at the protocol level. Most importantly,
CROPS is self-contained — no out-of-band communication is required to search for desired content nor
obtain decryption keys for downloaded files. This promotes usability, improves uptake, and reduces the risk
to users (who may face real-world dangers in attempting to use out-of-band channels). CROPS provides
these properties even when up to 70% of nodes leave the network through four key design features:
Unblockable transport via MCON. To prevent an adversary from blocking access to CROPS at the network
level by enumerating the membership set [22,24,63], we build CROPS on top of MCON [63], a membershipconcealing Distributed Hash Table (DHT) that provides identity privacy and efficient, secure lookup even
when up to 70% of all nodes are adversarial.
One-way search indexing. One of the key challenges is how to store files so that users can find content of
interest but the nodes storing the files can plausibly deny knowledge of their contents. CROPS solves this
using a process we call “one-way search indexing.” When Alice publishes file F with keyword kw, she
partitions it into three logical portions: the content portion consists of encrypted then erasure-coded blocks
b1 , . . . , bk each stored in the DHT under key hash1 (bi ); the content manifest is a file that lists all of the block
hashes (allowing retrieval of the file), stored under key hash2 (kw); and the key manifest is the symmetric
key used to encrypt the file, stored under key hash3 (kw). Thus to retrieve a file it is sufficient to search for
hash2 (kw) and hash3 (kw), but someone storing one of the manifests must conduct a dictionary attack in
order to retrieve the other manifest and reconstruct the file.
In-network replication management. Once the file has been stored in this way, it becomes possible to delegate the task of ensuring that a file is sufficiently replicated to the nodes storing the file’s content manifest.
This allows the file to stay online indefinitely, even if the publisher goes offline or misplaces the decryption
key. CROPS additionally uses erasure coding to decrease the replication factor required to maintain availability of all files. (Note that MCON’s identity privacy prevents targeted censorship based on discovering
and blocking the manifest holders’ IP addresses.)
Curated garbage collection. In order to prevent an adversary from overwhelming the system with unused
“garbage files,” CROPS incorporates lazy garbage collection, in which unused contents are randomly selected for deletion. To prevent the deletion of important but unpopular content, CROPS also incorporates
the notion of “editors” that can “bless” a file by signing its manifest so that the manifest holder knows not
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to delete the manifest. Since the manifest holder periodically retrieves the file, its blocks will not be unused
and will avoid garbage collection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we define the requirements for censorship-resistant storage systems in Section 2, present the full design for CROPS in Section 3, and evaluate the design and an
implementation in Section 4. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 5, and conclude in Section 6.

2

Requirements

There are several partially conflicting definitions of censorship. Danezis and Anderson define it as an external entity’s success in imposing a particular distribution of files on a set of nodes [17]. Perng et al. define it
as the likelihood a third-party can restrict a targeted document while allowing at least one other document to
be retrieved [46]. Fiat and Saia use the term “censorship resistant” to mean that after adversarial removal of
an arbitrarily large constant fraction of network nodes, all but an arbitrarily small fraction of the remaining
nodes can obtain all but an arbitrarily small fraction of the original data items [30]. We subscribe to the
third definition since it incorporates Danezis and Anderson’s definition and does not limit the adversary by
disallowing complete blocking.
Censorship resistant systems must provide transport, storage, or both, such that these services are not
subject to targeted censorship or existential censorship (blocking) by malicious insiders or outsiders; adversaries controlling one or more nodes in the system, and those who monitor the system but do not control
any members, respectively. To be useful, these systems must also support efficient content storage and retrieval, scale to a large number of participants and data objects, and survive member churn.1 All security
requirements of censorship resistant systems derive from three core goals: availability of content, plausible
deniability for those storing content, and identity privacy for publishers and clients. Availability implies
resistance to a broad spectrum of denial of service (DoS) attacks at all levels of the protocol stack, from
the lower-level communication protocols (e.g. TCP/IP, SSL/TLS, etc.) to application-layer protocols (e.g.
file sharing). The adversary must not be able to deny service to most system users individually, nor broadly
block the protocol without also shutting down Internet access. Identity privacy implies that clients cannot
be observed as accessing the system or specific content, and publishers should not expose their own realworld identities when posting content. Both clients and publishers require identity privacy to resist coercion
and self-censorship. Publishers also need identity privacy to protect themselves from “rubber-hose cryptanalysis.” 2 To that end, all content, once published, should be immutable — new versions can be published,
but old ones cannot be removed. Plausible deniability is required to remove the legal burden from nodes
contributing storage to the system — individuals must not be liable for content they volunteer to store.
It is important to note that censorship resistant content stores are not filesystems, and have very different
requirements. Foremost, censorship resistant systems do not aim to provide data privacy, unlike distributed
filesystems where objects have associated access permissions. Published data should be accessible to all.3
There are two exceptions to this rule: a censor, even one who has infiltrated the network, should not be able to
determine the content of data in transit, and storers should maintain plausible deniability, or no knowledge
of what they are storing. The critical challenge for censorship resistance, not addressed by distributed
filesystems, is how to safely store both keys and files in the same system. Leaving key management to users
would be counter-productive when content is meant to be distributed as widely as possible.
1
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2.1

Security requirements

Identity privacy. When censorship is primarily enforced through social deterrence (by applying post-facto
punishment to those who attempt to circumvent it), censorship resistant systems must prevents identification
of individuals who supply or access censored materials or access them. This is formalized in [63] as “membership concealment” which decouples online pseudonyms from real-world identities (e.g. IP addresses)
and conceals the link between them. Membership concealment must also be used to protect availability: if
a censor can locate all participants of a censorship resistant network, it can block access to all individual
nodes at the network level. Note that this differs from anonymizing systems like Tor [25], which provide
unlinkability between sender and receiver, but not membership concealment (since the sender and receiver
both may still be observed as taking part in the system). CROPS leverages MCONs [63] as a communication
layer to provide identity privacy.
Plausible deniability. To prevent prosecution of storers on the basis of hosted content, node-local content
must be opaque to real-time or post-hoc examination by an adversary and the storer itself. It is sufficient to
ensure that while stored content can be examined, the process is too resource-intensive to apply to a large
fraction of content. The storer should also be prevented from determining the nature of a specific query to
which it is responding, i.e. the storer knows that the query matches data stored locally (which the storer
returns in response), but cannot determine the cleartext content of the query or the data.
Availability. While some censorship resistant designs [65] have taken the all-or-nothing approach, assuming that an adversary would want to censor targeted content only (not the entire system), this assumption
has not held up in practice. Recent evidence of complete blocking of certain services [9, 45, 47] reinforces
the need for a system that can withstand existential censorship. We use MCONs to provide blocking (existential censorship) resistance and network-level availability in addition to identity privacy. However, this
does not guarantee content targeted censorship resistance. An adversary may attempt to censor specific content through multiple means, such as technological countermeasures against access to content with specific
keywords [21, 74], and social means such as legal action (or threats of legal action) [8, 21, 58]. This leads
us to derive two functional requirements: robust storage, to protect availability, and scalability to support
many users. A third functional requirement, discoverability, is necessary for popular uptake of the storage
network — if files are difficult to find, or if users must discover decryption keys out-of-band, the network is
unlikely to be successful.

2.2

Functional requirements

Robust storage. Storage is provided by network nodes in a peer-to-peer manner, with each node contributing a small portion of the overall network storage capacity. The network must replicate content across
enough storers to guarantee, with high probability, that it will be retrievable even with high storer churn and
attempted blocking. For this purpose we employ a combination of erasure coding and aggressive replication.
Scalability and efficiency. Censorship resistant networks should be designed to scale wells both in terms
of the number of supported users (searchers and storers) and in terms of the amount of storage the network provides. Storage and traffic load should be distributed equitably across peers for fault tolerance as
well as to avoid unduly taxing any particular peer. Robust replication and storage/bandwidth efficiency is
a fundamental trade-off in such systems [33]. For search we use distributed hash tables (DHTs), which
are structured overlay networks that allow for very efficient publication and lookup of arbitrary key-value
pairs [41, 51, 52, 54, 59, 73]. Each DHT node has a logical address (pseudonym), and participates in routing
and lookup, and contributes storage space.
Discoverability. To make the network easy to use content should be easy find, preferably using keyword
4

search. (As a counter-example, imagine indexing files by difficult-to-remember “content hashes,” or alphanumeric strings at least a dozen characters long.) Simple search would dramatically improve the learning curve of the system, allowing users with minimal technical knowledge to search information relevant to
them, regardless of whether or not it is censored.

3

System Design

CROPS is designed to be a write-once, read-maybe [60, 64] long-term data archival system, implemented
as a storage layer on top of an identity-concealing DHT [63]. (While some censorship resistance properties
of CROPS depend on properties of the underlying transport, such as blocking resistance and identity hiding CROPS itself is DHT-agnostic, compatible with any DHT implementation.) Member nodes can assume
combinations of the following roles: a publisher, who uploads content; a storer, who stores content; an intermediary, who helps route control and data messages through the network; and a searcher, who searches
and downloads content. Nodes may assume any subset of these roles simultaneously, although the intermediary role (and perhaps the storer role) are required at all times. Furthermore, all nodes are considered peers,
or equal participants in the network.
CROPS does not have a notion of access permissions: since our design aims for censorship resistance
and ease of searching, confidentiality guarantees are out of scope, except to ensure plausible deniability of
content storers. This simplification avoids most issues that plague long-term archival and/or collaborative
secure storage [33, 64, 69]. The design is further simplified by making files immutable — it allows us to use
simple digital signature schemes to ensure integrity, authenticity, and publisher-continuity (if a publisher’s
pseudonym is, for instance, a hash of her public key, files encrypted and signed by the author are selfauthenticating). The major problems we face are file integrity, replication, key management, and content
discovery. Interestingly, in the case where censorship resistance meets discoverability, key management and
ease of discovery are linked, since decryption keys and encrypted files are not useful without each other.
Key management. In filesystems, key management is usually handled on the client side, i.e. on the user’s
machine or trusted hardware. The user is also required to remember passwords. Requiring user-supplied
secrets is out-of-band key management — the user must know some information to ensure access to content.
In filesystems, this design decision stems from the need to protect confidentiality and integrity of files from
everyone other than the owner(s) and authorized users. Conversely, a censorship resistant system should
ensure content confidentiality only for the node storing the file — all others should be free to reconstruct
and decrypt all files in the network. Therefore, our key management challenge stems from the requirement
for our system to be self-contained — a user should be able to find content using plain-text keywords, and
we cannot make the assumption that the user knows a password, the hash of the file’s plaintext, etc. All
information required to retrieve a file should be stored in the network, but to preserve plausible deniability
of storers, files must be encrypted on disk, and the storer must not be able to easily learn the decryption key
(nor must the key storer be able to locate the content which the key decrypts). A number of systems [23,
60, 61, 71] avoid encryption by using secret sharing — files are split across multiple servers, so no one
server holds enough secrets to reconstruct the file, nor learn anything about its contents. Other designs
rely on storing encrypted data, leaving key management to the clients [37,66], specialized hardware [26], or
directory servers [1]. None of these approaches can be used with our system since client-based (out-of-band)
key management would make search and retrieval difficult, and neither specialized hardware nor directory
servers are secure against a powerful adversary. To achieve our goals, we separate file content from file
metadata and from the key, making this information only known to the publisher and a searcher, but not
storers or arbitrary network nodes.
5

3.1

Publishing

Figure 1 shows the CROPS publishing process.
Each publisher P has a persistent pseudonym based
on the hash of the public key of an asymmetric key
pair (using a pre-image- and collision-resistant hash
function h). Therefore, if the public and secret keys
are P K and SK, respectively, the pseudonym is
h(P K). Before publishing a file F , P compiles
a list of keywords that describe the contents. The
publisher selects a random integer K of appropriate
bit-length and encrypts the file F using a symmetric cipher keyed with K, producing EK (F ). Let
the length of EK (F ) be x blocks each of which is
b bytes. We apply an m-of-n erasure code to each Figure 1: A publisher encrypts a file and applies an
block, yielding a total of xn encoded chunks of b m-of-n erasure coding scheme.
n (E (F )), where EC
bytes each, producing ECm
K
is the erasure-coding function accepting parameters m and n. Note that erasure coding is performed after
encryption. Each of the n encoded chunks can now be inserted into the DHT, stored using the hash (hash1 )
of its content as the key. Once all chunks and manifests are uploaded, the publisher is free to discard the
random encryption key for added plausible deniability. Keeping the key does not grant the publisher any
special permissions.
Manifests. Each file has two associated manifests, or metadata files containing various identifying and
authenticating information: one manifest for the key K, and one for the file content. The latter can be
thought of as as a “rich content pointer,” (as opposed to simple content pointers used in e.g. Kad [27]),
that contains information about the network nodes storing the erasure-coded chunks of the file. To preserve
plausible deniability nodes will never store both types of manifests for the same file. In order to minimize
the risk of the same node being asked to store both manifests, different hash functions are used for keywords
in each manifest, e.g. hash function hash2 will be used for all content manifests, while function hash3 is
used for all key manifests. Finally, a node may simply refuse to store both manifests if asked — this is in
the best interest of honest nodes. Content manifests have the following format:
• h(EK (F )), the hash of the file ciphertext to verify reconstruction success
• the list of hashed salted keywords chosen by the publisher for searching
• C1 , C2 , · · · , Cn , the list of chunk storage locations (chunk content hashes) in the DHT
• h(F ), the hash of the file plaintext, before encryption and erasure coding, to verify decryption success
• h(P K), the hash of the publisher’s pseudonym and public key for authentication and publisher-continuity
• SigSK (M), the publisher’s signature over the entire manifest to preserve integrity
Key manifests are almost identical to content manifests, except that the list of chunk storage locations is
replaced with a single plaintext copy of K, and the keywords are hashed using hash3 instead of hash2 .
Salts can be arbitrarily long and different in every instance of a manifest. The only unsalted keyword
in a manifest instance is the one meant for lookup at the node where that manifest is stored. While it
may be sufficient to brute-force only one keyword, honest nodes have no incentive to do so (it breaks
plausible deniability), and adversaries gain nothing, since they can directly search for any keywords of
interest. Easily-guessed keywords unfortunately cannot be avoided, lest they themselves become the secret
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information needed to locate a file. However, recent events have shown that users can easily avoid keywordbased attacks in the short term [16, 72].
Manifests are not erasure-coded, but rather stored whole and heavily replicated. Each manifest is indexed by the contained keywords as well as replica numbers, so a manifest with replication factor r and k
keywords is stored under the rk hashes h(i, h(keywordj )) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Note that in order to
deny access to a file it is sufficient to deny access to all copies of either its key manifest or content manifest,
so a particularly aggressive replication strategy is needed to ensure manifest availability.
Erasure codes. We use erasure codes [50] to ensure file availability: we apply an m-of-n code such that
out of n post-encoding chunks, only m need to be retrieved to reconstruct the original file. These chunks are
stored in the network based on the hash of the chunk content [51], meaning that chunks are all self-verifying
— a client can verify that each chunk was fetched correctly because the hash of the chunk is the chunk
identity [49]. The parameters of the erasure code specify the replication and storage overhead — an m-of-n
code imposes a factor of n increase on the amount of data stored in the system. Due to the nature of our
publishing protocol (discussed below), it is possible to support publisher-specified erasure code algorithms
and parameters. However, we will not discuss this at length and will instead focus on selecting m and n
values that are “good enough” to store some particular amount of data indefinitely — see Section 4, below.

3.2

Search and retrieval

To retrieve a file from CROPS, a searcher first obtains the file manifest by hashing meaningful search terms
and fetching manifest replicas stored at those hash keys. (Note that since search terms are hashed, everyone
forwarding the search request or storing the results has plausible deniability as to the target of the query.)
Since each keyword query will return a number of manifests, the searcher takes the intersection of all
returned manifests to find the one that matches most of query keywords. Alternatively, to minimize query
time and bandwidth requirements, clients can search for the least common keyword under which content
of interest might be indexed, download those manifests, and then check additional salted keyword hashes
locally. The searcher repeats the process for key manifests, but without the need for keyword intersection
search, since key manifests can be matched with file manifests by an identical h(EK (F )).4 Once both
manifests have been retrieved, the searching node can determine the location of all the content chunks in the
network and fetch any m-chunk subset of them to reconstruct the encrypted file. She can verify that the file
has been correctly reconstructed by checking that the results match h(EK (F )). She then uses the key K
(contained in the key manifest) to decrypt the content and verify that it matches h(F ).
Note that keyword search support is meant as a proof-of-concept example. Like other keyword-based
schemes, it is vulnerable to “hot” keywords — particularly popular words whose “owner” nodes become
heavily loaded with traffic. Keyword search is designed to promote content discoverability, and thus system
uptake, while avoiding trusted or out-of-band indexes. Garbage collection and editors (discussed in detail
below) should be able to help keep the popular keyword space free from junk. Popular keywords may need
to be curated more aggressively.

3.3

Storage, maintenance, and retirement

Manifest “guarantors.” Each peer in the network who had a copy of a manifest is referred to as a manifest
guarantor, and is responsible for maintaining the replication factor of the manifest. Each node holding a
file manifest also maintains the replication factor of all file chunks listed in the manifest. Although the file
4
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manifest-holder knows the location of every file chunk and manifest, she only has access to salted hashes
of keywords, and so cannot learn anything about the nature of the content except by performing a lengthy
brute-force search on the keyword list. Furthermore, fetching and reconstructing the file does not expose its
contents to the file manifest-holder, since the file has been encrypted and the manifest-holder does not know
the key. Key manifest holders, on the other hand, do not know the location of the content chunks and cannot
reconstruct the file. The desired properties for manifest-holder are:
• Can re-assemble an entire erasure-coded encrypted file
• Cannot obtain the file plaintext
• Cannot obtain the file keywords except by exhaustive search
• Cannot alter the manifest without breaking the signature scheme used to sign it
• Cannot remove file chunks or manifests from the network other than dropping its own
Plausible deniability. Files in the CROPS network are not stored whole, but are divided into chunks, which
are then distributed throughout the network based on the cryptographic hash of the block itself. Even if a
peer is storing multiple parts of the same file, he has no way to determine this, nor can he learn the nature
of the content since the files were encrypted before storage. Manifest holders are likewise protected even
if they are also storing chunks of the file, because reconstruction of the file would yield encrypted data and
not the file cleartext. However, if a peer stores both the key manifest and the content manifest, he can link
those manifests together, reconstruct and decrypt the file, learning the cleartext. We note that it is not in the
best interest of an honest storer to be in possession of both manifests to maintain plausible deniability if his
computer were confiscated. Storing both manifests does not benefit malicious nodes either, since they could
simply search for keywords of interest. Therefore, peers should refuse to store key manifests if they already
hold a content manifest, and vice versa. Peers can determine whether the manifests correspond to the same
file by checking that their file hash h(EK (F )) matches. Forward-secure encryption must be used by the
publisher when making the storage request, since otherwise a network-monitoring adversary may record the
transaction, compromising the storer’s deniability. If the publisher itself is malicious, the storer can claim to
simply be following the protocol.
CROPS provides storer protection even stronger than plausible deniability. Determining the nature of
stored files is fairly difficult:5 content manifest holders would have to either guess the file encryption key
K or obtain the plaintext keyword hashes in order to infer file content. Key manifest holders must likewise
obtain the keyword hash plaintexts in order to determine which file corresponds to their stored key. File
chunk storers know even less, since they receive no metadata associated with the encrypted chunk.
Garbage collection. Content storers keep a timestamp associated with every locally stored chunk (initialized with the original publication time of that chunk), and update the timestamp every time that chunk is
accessed by another user in the network. During idle times, storers lazily examine their stored chunks and
probabilistically discard those with timestamps older than some global time cutoff (e.g. one month), clearing storage space. Recall the problem of pollution attacks, where adversaries can overwhelm the storage
capacity of the entire network by inserting garbage. A number of archival schemes use periodic refresh to
maintain content in a network and purge old or unpopular files [11, 33, 44]. This garbage collection scheme
ensures that unrefreshed data does not remain in the network indefinitely, requiring adversaries to continue
inserting or accessing their data in order to prolong the attack. This approach does not fully solve the pollution problem, since automated systems in general cannot distinguish “useful” content from junk (and prior
attempts have lead to security vulnerabilities [38]). Rate-limiting publishers is not fully satisfactory either:
consider a publisher who comes into possession of a large cache of documents — it would be good to allow
5
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them all to be published fast, before the publisher faces real-world pressure to relinquish them. A fully
satisfactory solution is left to future work.
Content-oblivious robust replication. Our replication strategy works best when many honest nodes cooperate to achieve resilience, but still functions when only a minority of nodes are honest. Each node storing a
content manifest is “responsible” for the file to which the manifest points. Note, however, that the manifest
holder does not know the content of the file since he cannot decrypt it without key K. To ensure availability
in cases of failure of a large number of nodes, manifest holders constantly monitor the replication factor
of the manifest target. Every time period τ , manifest-holders examine their stored content manifests and
download and reconstruct every encrypted file to which the manifest refers. Applying the erasure code, the
node can obtain copies of all chunks that should be stored. By searching for a sample of those chunks,
the manifest holder can probabilistically determine the current replication factor of a file and compare it
to the desired replication factor. If the difference is significant, the node inserts all missing chunks back
into CROPS. The node does the same thing with the manifest itself, checking to see if enough replicas are
available, and creating new replicas if not. (Key manifest holders are only responsible for the replication
of the manifest itself, since they do not know the content chunk list.) Manifest holders, through checking
replication factor and accessing content, implicitly serve to refresh content timestamps without requiring
any action on the part of the publisher. Like the garbage collection scheme described above, manifests that
are not being actively accessed or are over-replicated can be probabilistically discarded. As manifests are
dropped, references to content chunks are lost with them, and content will no longer be accessed, eventually
being discarded by storers. Thus a single honest manifest-holder is sufficient to maintain the replication
factor of any piece of content with overwhelming probability, as long as she can successfully retrieve the
minimum number of chunks required to reconstruct the encrypted file.
A file cannot be accessed without the manifest, so this is always the first item to be fetched. If a manifest
is unpopular then it will never be accessed, and will be dropped (unless editor-signed), so maintenance will
stop. File chunks at which it points will become “orphaned,” and will subsequently be dropped as well
(chunks are never editor-signed; only manifests). Furthermore, manifest refresh probes must be indistinguishable from “real” file access, lest we expose ourselves to adversaries who selectively respond only to
refresh queries, but not real queries.
Curated content. CROPS is similar in concept to a massively distributed version of the WikiLeaks service [68]. In keeping with the spirit of WikiLeaks, we attempt to preserve unpopular but important files by
employing an editor-facilitated publishing model. While a free-for-all model is attractive (where all published content is maintained indefinitely), it suffers from a number of drawbacks such as unregulated content
quality, pollution and collision attacks, and storage space concerns. We also reject automatic data filtering
by popularity, such as that used by GNUnet and Freenet [5, 11], since this can lead to vulnerabilities [38].
Moreover, unpopular content may be just as important, if not more important, than popular content. CROPS
will be bootstrapped with a set of hard-coded editor public keys, the private counterparts to which are held
by a select group of pseudo-administrators. Editor keys can be used to sign manifests to add a “stamp
of approval.” 6 Of course, an editor-assisted model introduces its own set of problems. A few malicious
editors may sign “junk,” but we must err on the side of content retention if we want to support storage in
perpetuity. Furthermore, excessive publication of new content can constitute a denial of service attack on
on editor time. To address this issue, we use a hybrid model such that both editor-approved and editorunapproved data (whether explicitly or simply for lack of examination) can still be stored and retrieved, but
editor-approved data has special protection in that it will not be dropped from the network. Honest manifestholders do not apply pruning to editor-signed manifests, but rather keep them forever, independent of the
6
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last time they were accessed. Since manifest-holders refresh content chunks in the network, the content is
safe as well. Manifests not carrying editor signatures will be garbage-collected as descried above. Note that
we are not particularly concerned with malicious editors — an editor cannot explicitly remove content from
the system, so, like in the case of manifest holders, even a single honest editor is sufficient to ensure that
important content makes it past the editorial process.

4
4.1

Evaluation
Security

The security of CROPS depends on three primary factors: the properties of the underlying blocking resistant
communication layer, the plausible deniability available to content and manifest storers, and the resilience
of the storage system to application-level attack such as pollution and storage exhaustion. The security
properties of our communication layer are described in detail in [63]. The main contributions of this layer is
blocking resistance and identity hiding, which are necessary to protect against enumeration, blocking, and
real-world (physical) attack on users. CROPS itself if agnostic to the underlying communication layer, as
long as it export a DHT abstraction.
Plausible deniability. Plausible deniability in CROPS is guaranteed by the separation of content from
metadata, and of decryption keys from content location information. CROPS nodes who store individual
erasure-coded content blocks do not have access to any information regarding the plaintext. Nodes who
store content manifests (metadata) can access the list of chunk locations in the network, and a list of salted
keyword hashes, but not the plaintext of the content. This node can reconstruct the encrypted file in its
entirety, but cannot decrypt without a brute-force search of the keyspace. An alternative is to find the
key manifest (metadata) in the network, but this would require a brute-force attack on the keyword hashes
to derive at least one original keyword to fetch the correct key manifest. A single keyword, especially
if it is popular, will return many manifests, imposing undesirable computational and bandwidth overhead
(similar in spirit to rate limiting through resource-intensive proofs-of-work). Finally, the node storing the
key manifest does not have access to the content, the content locations, nor to the keywords. It would
likewise need to attempt to brute-force the keyword hashes to search for the content manifest and download
the file itself. No storage node benefits from storing chunks in conjunction with metadata manifests, since
not one but both manifests are needed to reconstruct and decrypt a file. A node who is storing both manifests
does have the required information to reconstruct and decrypt the file, but we note that it is not in the user’s
best interest to store both manifests, since plausible deniability only benefits the node itself. Adversaries
can certainly opt to store both manifests, and will then be able to fetch and decrypt the file, but this serves
no purpose since the same goal can be accomplished by searching for keywords they wish to censor.
Locality and “keyword squatting.” DHTs are generally quite vulnerable to both targeted and existential
censorship. If the attack can deny access to a particular piece of content, the attack can be called “targeted.”
Targeted censorship is a particular problem if all copies of a given file are stored in the same DHT “neighborhood,” as in systems like Kademlia [41]. This is common in content-addressable systems, since data is
stored at nodes whose DHT addresses are logically close to the hash of the data. Adversaries can attempt to
assume DHT pseudonyms (IDs) that are logically close to a given keyword, ensuring that only adversarial
nodes store content indexed with that keyword. A natural way to avoid these chosen-ID attacks is to use
externally-assigned IDs, computed by other nodes in the network using secure multiparty computation. This
feature is provided by the MCON DHT layer. Adversaries who control network gateways can also disable
access to large sections of the Internet with the intention of censoring data that may be hosted in a specific
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physical (geographical) or logical (IP address range) location. The MCON layer helps evade this attack
as well, as MCONs make determining the IP address of a given node prohibitive, preventing attacks from
outside the network. However, colluding insiders can still launch attacks from within the network, sending
a flood of requests for content hosted by a relatively small number of nodes, disrupting availability of those
nodes only, and thus targeted content. Therefore, we need a more robust replication and load balancing
strategy than one that only works within the neighborhood. CROPS uses multiple replica IDs which are
incorporated into content hashes for each chunk and each manifest, e.g. with replication factor r, a single
chunk b is stored under r hashes h(r, h(b)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Assuming a uniform distribution of the resulting
hash values, chunks should be uniformly distributed throughout neighborhoods in the DHT.
Storage exhaustion. Another such attack that bears special mention is the pollution, or storage exhaustion
attack. Any P2P open-access network is vulnerable to adversaries “polluting” the results of any given
search (by keyword) by repeatedly publishing faulty data to the target keyword. Furthermore, since only a
finite amount of storage is available, the adversary also could publish large volumes of content to exhaust
storage space in the entire network, independent of keywords. Unfortunately, this problem is exceedingly
challenging. Although there are verifiable fair storage schemes (e.g. [14, 44]), the incentive to retain data in
such systems is generally the removal of the offender’s data from the network. In the context of censorship
resistance, this is not an impediment to a censor. In fact, it is beneficial — if an adversary can “persuade”
a given publisher to stop storing data, the publisher’s data would be dropped from the network, effectively
censoring it. Therefore, an alternate solution is required. CROPS’ self-cleaning mechanism decreases
(but does not completely eliminate) damage from pollution and exhaustion attacks, making adversaries
continually work to refresh their content in the network by accessing it or uploading it again. Furthermore,
editor-vetted content will be stored permanently and available for access. It is important to note that while
editors and manifest guarantors have the power to keep content within a network, they do not have the
ability to cause content to be dropped, therefore editors’ and guarantors’ power is geared toward censorship
resistance (maintaining content) versus censorship (removal of content).
Availability and robustness. The authors of Glacier [33] derive the following expression for the durability
D, of a file block when using m-of-n erasure coding:
n  
X
n
n−k
(1 − fmax )k · fmax
D = P (s ≥ m) =
k
k=m

Robustness

1.0
Recall that files of x blocks are erasure-coded
to produce encoded chunks, such that at least m
0.8
chunks are required to successfully decode each
block; here, s is the number of successfully0.6
retrieved chunks, and fmax is the failure probability of a node, assuming uniformly random failures
0.4
and that all chunks are stored at different nodes.
1-of-10 (replication)
10-of-100
Therefore, if x blocks are stored in the network,
50-of-250
0.2
50-of-500
then the probability that every file is recoverable, or
75-of-750
50-of-750
the robustness of the censorship-resistant system, is
0.00.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
x
ρ(x) = D ; a perfectly robust censorship-resistant
Node failure probability
system has ρ(x) = 1. In other words, a perfectly
robust censorship-resistant storage system always Figure 2: Robustness ρ of the censorship-resistant
allows for the retrieval of every block, and thus ev- system when using a given erasure code configuration
ery file, assuming a node can successfully connect or replication.
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to the system; if 1 − ρ(x) is negligible, then we say that a system is robust. In CROPS, clients must retrieve
key and content manifests before fetching content chunks. To simplify analysis we assume that the manifest
replication factor is the same as that of the erasure code used.
Figure 2 (and Figure 7 in Appendix A.2) shows results of experiments to determine network and file
robustness when using various erasure code parameters. We observed that nearly a factor of 10 storage
overhead is required for a robust censorship-resistant system that can support 260 chunks, independent of
size. Specifically, the best trade-off between overhead and robustness was obtained using a 50-of-500 code.
Not gain much advantage is gained by moving to lower overhead parameters, since robustness drops quite
sharply at roughly factor of 8 overhead.

4.2

Performance

To demonstrate real-world feasibility of our design, we implemented a CROPS prototype using the Azureus/Vuze
DHT [4] as an underlay (instead of MCON), and measured the performance of a 400-node CROPS network
using the PlanetLab distributed testbed [10]. Testing CROPS using a different DHT than MCON, for which
it was designed, allows us to determine the additional overhead imposed purely by CROPS; CROPS+MCON
measurement is left to future work.
Architecture. Since the Vuze DHT is designed
DHT
CROPS
Cryptographic
only for lookup and not bulk transfers or storage,
routing
routing
module
we modified the Vuze client to augment its UDPonly communication mechanism with a TCP-based
DHT interface
CROPS interface
bulk file transfer subsystem. This constitutes only
a small addition of 4, 389 lines of code to the Vuze
DHT client
Java codebase, which is 486, 226 lines. The struc(Vuze)
CROPS
ture of our implementation is diagrammed in Fignetwork
ure 3. The cryptographic module performs operations such as encryption and signing. The DHT
Vuze
interface and Vuze client modules, along with the
network
DHT routing module, are responsible for locating
CROPS nodes using the DHT interface, as well as
verifying that nodes are online. This information is
passed to the CROPS interface which keeps track of
CROPS configuration parameters and routing table, Figure 3: CROPS implementation, incorporating sepand is responsible for all CROPS-specific protocol arate Vuze and CROPS DHT interfaces.
logic.
Experiments. CROPS nodes join the Vuze DHT in groups of 10 at half-minute intervals. When a node
comes online, it publishes its ID to the closest 10 rendezvous points7 and builds a CROPS routing table by
querying each rendezvous point for random CROPS IDs. While we fixed the size of each node’s CROPS
routing table to 50, we found that due to transient network events, the average number of routing table entries
was 27.5 ± 0.3. To accommodate network dynamics, nodes retry publication for 10 seconds, re-sending data
until the desired content replication factor is achieved. Furthermore, each node refreshes its routing table
every hour to discover new nodes and purge offline or failed nodes. We currently do not implement erasure
coding, but rather simulate its effect by increasing the replication factor, using 10 logically adjacent and 15
logically distant replicas (of each previous replica, for a total of 100) for file content and, 15 replicas for
7

20 total rendezvous locations are currently used
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each manifest. We measured publication time by randomly selecting 20 nodes to upload a 20MB file in
41 blocks, along with corresponding manifests categorized with 5 to 15 keywords. Each node performed
hourly maintenance for each locally stored key manifest only, checking its replication factor in the testbed.
The most basic Vuze communication operations — UDP ping and lookup — are shown in Figure 4.
While UDP pings are reasonably fast, even trivial TCP operations, such as “chunk put” (upload), take 10
to 15 seconds (shown in Figure 5). Each “chunk put” and “chunk get” operation is measured for individual chunks, and does not take replication into account, establishing a baseline for communication speeds.
Manifest put, on the other hand, is only considered complete and successful when all manifest replicas have
been uploaded. Maintenance time depends on the size of the manifest, and so on the number of keywords
and chunks per file.8 Note that bandwidth-intensive operations, such as uploading a 512KB chunk, require
similar amounts of time as low-bandwidth actions. Moreover, get operations, which require more lookups
than put operations, are always slower. This suggests that latency is the limiting factor in our experiments.
As in expected real-world deployments, we observed a relatively large number of failed operations in our
testbed (omitted from the graphs). 7.77% of UDP and 2.87% of ICMP pings failed, 15.12% of lookups failed
or timed out, and 11.24% of maintenance operations failed due to either unsuccessful lookup and download,
or inability to upload all needed replicas. 20% of network nodes were responsible for 80% of these failures,
suggesting that the problem was related to instabilities of the node’s own network connection rather than
CROPS or DHT failures. Note, however, that due to our manifest replication factor, it is highly unlikely
that any given file became unavailable during the course of the failure. This mirrors our expected realworld deployment scenario, where many queries and maintenance operations may transiently fail without
compromising the long-term availability of content. Nodes with working network connections were able to
complete lookups, and there were sufficient guarantors to maintain manifest replication.
Figure 6 shows the total time for a client to obtain a file, including search, manifest download, fetching
all required content blocks, and then reconstructing and decrypting the file. Data shows that the median
user would only have to wait between 65 and 85 seconds to fetch and decode a 20MB file — a reasonable amount of time for a non-interactive transaction (bulk transfer). This allows us to conclude that the
performance of our unoptimized CROPS client is acceptable in practice even in highly unstable network
8

File manifests will generally be significantly larger than key manifests due to the chunk list, with the exception of small files
with few chunks, when the number of keywords and the size of the cryptographic key dominate.
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environments. Adding features like pipelining, parallelization, and other static and dynamic performance
tuning could only improve performance. Moreover, since MCON operations incur high latency penalties but
minimal bandwidth overhead when pipelined, changing the underlying DHT from Vuze to MCON should
be minimally disruptive [63].

5

Related work

Broadly, past censorship resistant designs can be separated into groups that provide functionality from centralized or semi-centralized servers, and those where functionality is fully distributed among system participants (P2P). Table 1 provides a quick comparison of several representative storage, distribution, and censorship resistant systems. Additional “ad-hoc” methods of bypassing censorship are discussed in Appendix A.1.
A common issue with those designs is that they require additional sophisticated key management to prevent
insiders from learning most or all possible keys or service providers and subsequently removing content or
blocking the system. It is currently unclear how to solve this key management issue.
System types. Storage in federated systems is provided either by multiple servers controlled by the same
logical entity (e.g. WikiLeaks [68]), or a small to moderate number of servers controlled by independent
agents (e.g. Eternity [3], Free Haven [23], Publius [66], Tangler [65], and Tahoe-LAFS [69]). These systems can be easily blocked at the network border since every client must know the IP addresses or domain
names of servers. Peer-to-peer systems do not suffer this problem: they spread information storage roles
over far more entities than federated systems, and are thus potentially more resistant to wholesale blocking
attacks. Examples include LOCKSS [40], Turtle [48], Kaleidescope [57], Freenet [11] and GNUnet [5], and
Infranet [28, 29]. These designs are also more robust to short- and long-term insider attack [64]. Although
these systems cannot be blocked in a static manner in the same way as federated designs, they are still
vulnerable to dynamic enumeration and real-time blocking [63].
Robustness. Like many others [33, 34, 69], CROPS uses erasure codes and a high replication factor to
mitigate attacks against specific content (targeted) and the system as a whole (existential). Replication and
erasure coding together provide better robustness than replication alone. Non-locality is also a critical point
— data must be available at multiple “logical” storage locations in the network as well as multiple physical
locations. Logical separation is required to prevent adversaries from mounting targeted attacks against
logical network “neighborhoods;” physical separation prevents an adversary from blocking a small number
of key nodes in the same manner as existential attacks against federated systems.
Discoverability and indexing. Many of the above systems do not index content, and rely either on hardto-remember content identifiers, trusted directories, or third-party indexes. The latter two options represent
a clear violation of P2P principles, providing an attractive attack target for static blocking. Moreover, modifying an existing system to support in-band search while maintaining plausible deniability is not a trivial
task. Any search facility would have to be in essence unidirectional — one can search for information and
find it, but someone storing the information should not be able to successfully search for it, so encryption
and metadata separation of some type are required in order to preserve plausible deniability.
Blocking resistance. CROPS uses a blocking-resistant P2P transport layer to protect against attacks based
at the network layer which block individual storage nodes. Note that network-layer blocking may be based
on numerous factors, such as the node IP address, keywords in DNS queries, protocol signatures, etc.
“Darknets,” or networks based on trust graphs, in which a node only directly connects to other nodes it
trusts [36, 55], provide limited blocking resistance and source/identity hiding at the cost of efficient routing,
but are still potentially blockable by protocol signature or other unique network-level identifier [24, 63].9
9

Systems such as Free Haven use a communication layer that provides client-server unlinkability, but this does not achieve the
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System

Type

Attack resistance
Targeted
censorship

Existential
censorship

Free Haven

federated

replication

none

Publius

federated

replication

none

centralized

none

WikiLeaks
Freenet

P2P

Tangler

federated

OneSwarm

P2P

Glacier

P2P

Tahoe-LAFS
CROPS

federated
P2P

source hiding
and replication
replication and
“entanglement”
source hiding
EC and
replication
EC and
replication
EC and
replication

mirrors/
limited
darknet/
limited
none

Functionality
Plausible
deniability
secret
sharing
encryption/
limited
none
encryption/
limited
secret
sharing

darknet/
limited

none

none

encryption

none

encryption

MCON

encryption

Robustness

Content
discovery

replication

OoB

replication

OoB

mirrors/
limited
replication/
popularity

efficient/
self-indexed
OoB or
flooding

replication

OoB

none

flooding

EC and
replication
EC and
replication
EC and
replication

OoB
OoB
efficient/
in-band

Table 1: A representative summary of many existing designs. “EC” denotes erasure coding and “OoB”
stands for out-of-band communication. Attributes in bold are more desirable.

Otherwise, our approach is most similar to that of Tahoe-LAFS [69], the least-authority filesystem, and
Glacier [33], a DHT-based P2P filesystem designed to be robust against massive correlated failures. However, CROPS is not a filesystem and requires alternate design choices. CROPS does not have a notion of
access permissions — since the design aims for censorship resistance and ease of searching, confidentiality
guarantees are out of scope, except to ensure plausible deniability. This simplification avoids most issues
that plague long-term archival and/or collaborative secure storage [33, 64, 69]. The design is further simplified by making files immutable — it allows us to use simple digital signature schemes to ensure integrity,
authenticity, and publisher-continuity (if a publisher’s pseudonym is, for instance, a hash of her public key,
files encrypted and signed by the author are self-authenticating). The major problems we face are file integrity, replication, key management, and content discovery; distributed filesystems generally consider the
last two issues out of scope. Interestingly, in the case of censorship resistant but discoverable storage, key
management and discovery are linked, since keys and encrypted files are not useful without each other.
Infranet [28] partially addresses the enumeration-and-blocking problem by using steganographic techniques to hide content requests and responses. It is fully decentralized, but requires limited cooperation of a
number of web servers. While increasing the computational load on censors, these systems are nonetheless
detectable and enumerable when adversaries become aware of their existence or proactively look for them.
In [29], Feamster et al. extend Infranet to add a layer of indirection in the form of untrusted messengers, who
pass requests to a forwarder, who then fetches the actual censored content. This serves as an excellent example of using transport providers to connect clients to storage-only systems. Another example is Collage [7],
which uses covert channels to bypass censorship, leveraging any website that hosts user-contributed content
blocking resistance properties gained when using identity hiding.
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to embed covert messages in cover traffic. This approach focuses on content availability, and complements
discovery of the communication channels (e.g. [24, 29, 57]), but does not itself provide discovery, limiting
usefulness. Moreover, as noted before, blocking resistant transport alone is not sufficient to build effective
censorship resistant systems.

6

Conclusion

This paper described CROPS, a censorship resistant overlay publishing system designed to provide flexible
and robust peer-to-peer storage. It is designed to resist strong adversaries (on the level of nation-states)
that are willing to block most communication, short of shutting down the entire Internet. CROPS combines
an unblockable communication layer with a publishing mechanism which separates file content, decryption
keys, and metadata, and stores them at different locations, and offers robust and highly available storage,
stronger-than-plausible deniability, and easy human-language content discovery without explicit indexing.
CROPS also provides publisher anonymity, support for curated (vouched) content, and a self-cleaning system to mitigate pollution attacks, purging dead files from the network automatically. A key benefit of
CROPS is that very few honest nodes are needed to successfully maintain a high file replication factor even
in the presence of high member churn.
Through simulation and implementation we showed that CROPS is practical, simple to implement,
highly robust even in low-reliability environments, and can support massive amounts of stored content (260
blocks, regardless of size) with negligible content loss, even at node failure rates up to 70%.
Future work. We are working on combining CROPS with a deployed implementation of MCON to measure
their simultaneous performance, but suspect that due to the high latency of our current evaluation testbed,
CROPS performance measurements given in this paper will be within an order of magnitude of the performance of the entire CROPS+MCON system. Furthermore, performance limitations can be partly hidden
from users by implicitly setting performance expectations by employing a particular user interface style. The
“browser” paradigm is clearly a bad fit due to expectations of near-instantaneous results, but an interface
that mimics file sharing applications may prove to be more aligned with CROPS performance.
We are likewise improving the editing mechanisms of CROPS. While we will always need human editors, we can take steps to make their jobs as easy and efficient as possible. First, we require a mechanism
for interested publishers to notify editors that a document has been submitted for their approval. Since the
volume of content is likely to overwhelm a small community of dedicated volunteers, we need a secure way
to extend the editor pool as well as revoke editing credentials of individuals who are no longer active. This
needs to be done in a way that does not fall victim to the tyranny of the majority, so that even unpopular
editors may have their say.
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A.1

Appendix
Ad-hoc approaches to censorship resistance

Unfortunately, many naı̈ve schemes have been deployed in repeated attempts to create censorship-resistance
systems. Such systems tend to focus on thwarting specific censorship techniques, and can be easily defeated
if deployed widely-enough to be noticed by the adversary (such as ignoring TCP RST packets [12]). These
systems include:
Fast flux and domain flux. Phishing sites have been known to use DNS fast flux [35] (returning different IP
addresses for repeated DNS queries to the same domain) or domain flux to contact different domain names
used as control centers, which change over time. These strategies are easily overcome by either shutting
down the DNS server [15, 43], taking over current or future domains [15, 43], or blocking all the domain
queries or URLs at the ISP level.
Steganography. There is extensive literature on TCP/IP steganography and covert channels, including
HTTP-embedded messages and tunneling information through DNS queries [2, 13, 39, 42, 53, 70], which
can be used when accessing censored content. However, Murdoch and Lewis [42] show that many of these
proposals are easily detected. The location of censored documents has to be somehow disseminated, giving
the adversary an easier target. While steganography increases the effort of a potential censor, such schemes
nonetheless fail if an adversary looks for their existence. Keyed steganography potentially falls victim to
trivial insider attacks unless complicated key distribution schemes are used, which brings us back to the
dissemination and distribution problem, which affects cryptographic keys and node identities.
File-sharing networks. Likewise, using general-purpose file-sharing networks (e.g. Kad [27] or BitTorrent [6]) or public document storage sites (e.g. Google Docs) for censorship resistance is not secure against
malicious insiders who can either block access to content [74] or disrupt the entire file sharing network [67].
More recently we have seen the rise of applications for “friend-to-friend” (F2F) sharing [36, 55]. They are
meant to allow sharing recursively through trusted intermediaries, preventing the disclosure of the uploader’s
identity. They are fundamentally different from previous designs since they hide the network member set
even from other network members. Unfortunately, because links are based on trust relationships, they generally suffer scalability issues and inefficient search.
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A.2

Erasure coding and robustness
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Figure 7: Determining the optimum erasurecoding variables to support up to 260 stored
chunks. n and m are erasure code parameters,
uniformly sampled from [1, 5] and [5, 500], respectively. The Y axis is the robustness ρ of
a censorship-resistant system, showing the fraction of nodes that must be offline or malicious
before data loss begins to occur.
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Figure 8: The robustness ρ of the censorshipresistant system using a given erasure code configuration or simple replication. The 50-of-500
configuration is a good tradeoff between overhead and robustness, as is 75-of-750. Both impose a factor of 10 storage overhead.
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